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or the rising up for condemnation. To say the least this is 
one mode in which a doctrine of the final resurrection may 
harmonize with Ohrist's words to the thief on the cross: 
"This day shalt thou be with me in paradise" ; while at the 
same time the judgment-day is not robbed of its solemn signi
ficance. It remains an occasion on which Ohrist, in presence 
of the assembled universe, manifests the glory of his redemp
tion, vindicates his honor, and with solemn pomp assigns to 
all men their eternal awards. 

ARTICLE II. 

THE NATURAL THEOLOGY OF SOCIAL SCIENCE. 

BY BBV. ol'omr B.UCOJl, PBOl'lll8S0B m WILLI.urS COLLEGE. 

No. VII. 

IIAN'S INTELLECTUAL CONSTITUTION, AND THE GnOWTH OJ' SOCIETY'. 

LmERTY is the central and peculiar power of man. By it 
he is cut off from all other things and forces, and put over 
against them. New and great powers are indeed necessary 
to give play and completion to this power; but it is liberty; 
a free will, which is the citadel of manhood, affording under 
the assaults of physical forces a sufficient retreat to a spirit
ual persouality. The possession of this power divorces man 
from the rule of the material world. Whatever may be the 
current of events flowing on here, however far back they 
may have originated, or irresistible may be their sweep in 
the present, they flow not over him, save by submission and 
defeat. Liberty absolves man from the government of physi
cal forces; it reserves him for a higher field, and therein 
gives promise of new relations, new dependencies. Though 
standing on the boundary of a Dobler realm, it is easy for 
man, by the false and abortive exercise of his new faculties, 
to sink to the lower plane, and become practically a slave of 
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the physical conditions of life, though these, wllile affording 
a form of activity, limits, and bounds o( liberty, have no 
necessary and indefeasible hold upon him. 

A second power so closely united to freedom as to make 
this worthless without it, and the possibility of its very exist
ence problematical, is conscience. Hereiu is given a new 
law to the new power removed from the rcign of necessary 
forces. Those who accept the one faculty easily accept the 
other; as, on the one hand, the new power calls for its own 
its peculiar law, and this peculiar law, on the other hand, 
can find no opportunity of application without freedom. In 
the very constitution, then, of man, we have faculties which 
give promise of a new service, and fit him for a fresh set of 
relations. These relations, it is evident, must have a perma
nence and scope proportioned to the powers whose presence 
they recognize and whose development they promote. Direct. 
limited, and transient physical effects may be, as they are, 
simply and satisfactorily reached by physical forces and in
stinctive action; by the play of appetites and that appearance 
of reasoning arising by an act of memory in the association 
of ideas. If man were developed out of and into a material 
universe, he, like the lower forms of life, might easily and 
justly be woven into its strict government; hG might by a 
few directly efficient or instinctively applied influences be 
wholly brought under its restricted and close-bound physical 
connections. For such ends and relations a moral nature 
would be a superfluity, an impertinence, and those who be
lieve in this physical genesis and dependence of man usually 
and consistently omit in their philosophy his moral and free 
powers. 

If these are to maintain the position which sound philoso
phy assigns thom, we see that they make way for and claim 
the immediate and personal government of God. A moral 
nature can find no adequate, no exalting action, except in 
connectiou with a superior moral personality. By the very 
possession of conscience a moral government is established, 
above and beyond all merely physical liabilities, and is par-
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tia,l1y administered in tllis world. The sense of guilt and of 
approval unmistakably present ill the individual, echoed and 
enforced by kindred and often more declared praise and cen
sure on tho part of society, furnish the basis of a purely 
moral discipline, becoming more manifest and efficient with 
every step of progress. But this government, though actual, 
and in its lowest forms beyond the compass of simply physi
cal and appetitive forces, is, nevertheless, merely incipient
the naked seed 01' spore of spiritual life. We have in it the 
clue and promise of the next stage of progress, the growth 
that lies beyond us. The possession of such powers in our 
intellectual furniture as conscience and free-will, sets us 
apart as subjects of a new, a spiritual kingdom; their pres
ent exercise discloses tho commencement of another epoch 
of training, while their full, adequate development claims 
contact with the moral purity and pers~nality of God, and a 
sufficient field for the unrestricted growth of forces so fresh 
and germinant. We are in the possession and use of that 
which is purely spiritual, which is in itself perfectly super
sensual, grows by a supersensuallaw, and is trained by a spir
itual government actually adminiRtered, though incipiently 
and obscurely in the world. A free-will, acting under the 
law of conscience, is strictly a supernatural phenomenon, 
which can ill no wise be understood as a mere fragment 
of a system, but demands the whole sphere of the spiritual 
universe wherein to revolve, into which to be taken up and 
comprehended as the part o~ a fitting whole. These founda
tiolls of a spiritual kingdom ill man's very constitution are 
the suggestion, the explanation, and the e"idence of all 
invisible throne and authority. :Man actually cuts into that 
superior circle; here lies a. section, nay the centre, of his 
being, and he is compelled therefore to know it, to believe 
in it, and to feel its transcendent cla.ims. The first and last 
effort of every false philosophy is to hide, modify, set aside 
these superior faculties, this present and visible seal and 
testimony of God's ownership ill us and Ollrs ill him. 

Not only do our intollectua.l faculties, but also the move-
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ment of the mind in the growth of knowledge, indicate our 
relation to the spiritual world and its hold upon us. In all 
inquiries we of necessity start with faith; faith accompanies 
each step and closes tho investigation. This is true even of 
the most physical, positive, and rationalistic forms of knowl
edge. Natural science can do nothing except through the 
testimony of faculties whose trustworthiness it has no method 
of verifying. All its conclusions are resolved into sensations 
and judgments, whose validity it must accept on their own 
simple testimony. So they affirm, more than this it knows 
not; deeper than this it cannot sillk its shaft of exploration. 
The very existence of that physical world in which it is so 
busy, whose laws are to it so irrefragable, whose forces are 
so sweeping, it knows but by inference as the source and 
cause of its own impressions, its own sensations. Let faith 
ill the correct, reliable a.ction of the mind fall away, and the 
exterual world becomes a dream, distinguished from other 
dreams only by its greater persistency. Let faith fall below 
the normal. mark set for it in our mental constitution by 
God, and the whole visible world disappears, the entire field 
of positive knowledge sinks beneath endless and sbifting 
waves of unsubstantial phenomena; as to an observer 011 the 
summit of some mountain, the plain is lost beneath the driv
ing clouds. Men may take what pleasure they choose in 
investigating these appearances, these beautiful yet perfectly 
ullsubstantial, these apparently related but wholly indepen
dent, illusions, yet their own judgments concerning them 
will be but another mist-wreath, till they can establish their 
truth in faith; till by trust in the inevitable movement of 
mind they call bid these vapors to rise and disclose the sub
stantial earth whence they spring, whose momentary veil 
theyare. 

And this faith, though it presents itself as faith in our 
own faculties, is virtually faith in God the maker of them. 
Here is an instrument furnished us; we may believe its 
images to be a concerted, consistent hallucination; or we 
may believe them to .be counterparts of the facts, resting 
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like the surface of the ocean upon its depths; but it is a case 
in which proof assumes. that form of belief termed faith in 
him who made the instrument, and gave it to us for purposes 
of knowledge, and not deception. Most manifestly we rest 
on the character of this instrument, the mind. We can 
only see through the eye, hear through the ear, understand 
by the judgment. Do we thus see, hear, and understand? 
The only affirmative answer that can be given is that of faith. 

How inevitable and natural it is that a positive science 
that cannot verify one of its ultimate conclusions, that inter
ests itself only in phenomena, that skilfully frames its defini
tions fiO as to make these to be all, and struggles to believe 
them to be all, has nothing to say of a!lother, a future life; 
since it only knows this present life as a coming and going, 
a Beeting show in consciousness. What can we hope from 
an intellectual experience that, like a mirror, merely presents 
to the eyo the accidental things that pass before it, and may 
be dashed down any instant, to the entire extinction of ,the 
space and the objects it seems, and only scems, to contain. 

Nor can we have any belief in the permanence, the con
tinuity of nature, any more than in its existence aside from 
faith. That things, forces, will remain as they are, implies 
that they are, and that they have in them abiding elements. 
That a series of appearances have followed each other in a 
given way can give no 8ufficient ground of belief that they 
will continue to follow each other in a similar way. The 
anticipa.tion which it induces can only be an ungrounded 
habit of mind, a confirm cd tendency, liko thnt of a lunatic. 
If things are and indicate a plan, then we have renson to 
believe through our fnith in the Author of all things, that 
this plan will be pursued, this line of action completed. We 
have no other reason to render for our belief in the perma
nency of nature, than the effect on the mind of its past 
continuity, unless by faith we ground that belief in the 
compre~ensi\'e and abiding will of God. Reject faith, and 
we are compelled to receil"e it again under the form in which 
the philosopher of unbelicf, Herbert Spencor, actually takes 
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it back; that what returns oftenest to the mind is thereby 
verified, becomes incontrovertible from the simple fact that 
that with which we. would controvert it is weaker than itself. 
Thus faith, and with it belief, is resolved into an intellectual 
habit, the rutting into the mind of its ever-returning convie
tions, not good, or at least not known to be good, at the out
set, but made so by repetition, as a road is defined by drh-ing 
over it. Thus the trust at 011ce due to our faculties is re
placed by a pitiful repose in the pertinacity of a conclusion 
in itself unsatisfactory, sceptical philosophy is herein reduced, 
by its own confession, to the assertion that a lie persisted in 
is equivalent to the truth, and that it is impossible to tell 
whether so-called truth is anything more than this. Yet 
even in those conditions, faith is not escaped, it merely re
poses on repetition, instead of on original trustworthiness. 
The true statement would seem to be, that the reiterated 
declaration of a faculty, in itself worthy of faith, makes us 
clear as to what its testimollY is. 

That in philosophy we start with faith as the indispensable 
condition of knowledge, is manifest. No philosophy can 
escape the fundamental cundition of a concession of at least 
a port.ion of our faculties, since these furnish both the phe
nomena of the science of mind, and every step of the process 
by which they are constructed into a coherent system. .AD.y 
philosophy, therefore, which refuses this faith is at once in 
air, and can neither construct its logical mechanism, or bring 
it to bear upon any point whatever. Those who have striven 
in this field to reduce faith to a minimum, have produced 
systems so slight, shadowy, remote, fantastic, that they have 
found no acceptance beyond the circle of a few adroit, p~ 
fessiollal metaphysicians, looking upon mental science as a 
field for skilful equilibration rather than useful knowledge
a cold, vague, airy, upper region, where adepts run on SIlOW

shoes without floundering. 
The history of philosophy is a narrative of failures incident 

to too little faith, failures to grasp and accept simple facts 
in their simplest forms. Deny the notion of liherty, cease 
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to have faith in our first, our intuitive convictions, and proof 
becomes impossible. The mind, occupied with the necessary 
connections of the external world, approa.ching the problem 
of liberty through the false analogy of things bound in fixed 
dependencies, finds itself increasingly incapacitated to pass 
over the great gulf which divides the spiritual from the 
physical, and take position on those pure heights beyond. As 
the bird that never flies loses the power to fit, so the mind 
that works always and only through the links of causation 
is at length unable to find contentment and truth in any 
other form of explanation. It has narrowed its vision to 
that which it has exclusively coutemplat,ed. It mistakes the 
repose of habit, the conviction of familiarity, for the sound
ness of proof. Strangeness impresses it like error; an unu
suallike a false judgment. 

Equally must the notion of right be accepted and obeyed 
in order that we may feel the full force of the argument 
which sustains it as a transcendental idea. He whose con
sciousness comes forward to testify to its immediate power, 
to its uncalculating and unselfish character, to the unmeas
ured stress with which it urges the mind, call find" no grave 
difficultics in those proofs which establish its original and 
independent char·acter. Proofs on such a theme as this mnst 
be felt through or by means of that clear, powerful, personal 
experience which capacitates us to discover them. It may 
he that we regard the right as the useful because we have 
made the obviously.useful the right. We see moral ques-
tions ill a moral atmosphere, and the atmosphere of the soul 
is depcndent on its pervasive faith. The roseate hues of 
truth can ouly be caught by one whose sky is filled with 
mOl'ning light. A philosophical system is often as false a 
medium through which to view certain phenomena of the 
soul, as is a telescope an inadequate and perlexing instru
ment with which to watch the glories of a sunset. The mild 
light of heaven must be suffused through the soul that it 
may at once see and feel, and thus truly see the interior, 
luminous nature of spiritual affections. Indeed, emotions 
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are often to perception what papillae are to touch; and the 
want of them is the numbness of the receptive organ. Noth
ing transcendent can be reached without faith; for what 
al'o the intuitions of tha soul but the starting-points and 
YOllchors of knowledge? Reject these, refuse faith, and you 
will find the vacant shell of knowledge. eaten out of unbelief, 
Pll.s:;cu buck to you as the true kernel of wisdom. 

Yet more it; this genesis of reason from faith manifest in 
tho theoretical and practical growth of religion. Start with 
absolute scepticism, and we can reach nothing either in 
science, philosophy, or religion. Grant the validity of the 
testimony of consciousness in our logical faculties, and we 
reach an idealistic philosophy, and not religion, since the 
attributes and existence of God depend for their proof on 
intuitive faculties. Grant the validity of the inference by 
whic11 the mind refers its sensations to an outside world, 
and we have the material of science and valid knowing of 
real being. Now, though we ha¥e taken a long steptoward 
a religious belief and life, we have not reached them, since 
God is no more the object of perceptive than of merely logi
cal powers. Still further, faith, credence, acceptance of 
intellectual action must find admittance before we are pre
pared to interpret and understand the universe through an 
infinite Creator. The movement is identical in character 
with that by which we are led to believe in the external 
world, and thus lay the foundations of positive knowledge; 
it involves no new principles, only the more extended appli
cation of old ones, a wider acceptance o~ the ideas furnished 
by the mind itself for the explanation of the world around 
it. No philosophy whatever, not even the most naked ideal
ism, can lay aside all fait4 in the faculties and processes of 
the mind, and the most complete, most spiritual philosophy, 
recoguizing in their entire complement the physical and per
sonal agencies of the universe, requires no more than uni· 
form, consistent, and therein rational confidence in the 
implanted constitution and laws of intelligence. It is more 
philosophical to accept these ill their entireness, than it is to 
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be forced reluctantly to admit a part while arbitrarily re
jecting the remainder. It is not the climax of philosophy 
to stand on one leg because it is a possihle feat, when the 
body provides two with equal claims of admission to service. 
Such an application of the law of parsimony is absurd. If 
we find ourselves compelled to admit the soundness of the 
logical processes, the presence and applicability of such 
notions as those of space and time, - and without these we 
must fall fiat, and cannot get upon our feet either ill philoso
phy or science - thera is no reason, to be drawn from above 
or below, from withollt or from within the mind, why this 
normal movement of faith should not be allowed to complete 
itself in the cheerful acceptance of our entire, mental fur
niture, of every mental solvent, of every explanatory idea, 
wrought with the same firmness into our intellectual consti
tution. Religion does not differ from science ill resting on 
faith, but ill resting at the centre on the enth'e circle of 
legitimate supports, instead of poising itself uncertainly, now 
on ono, now on another. It may be worthy of German in
genuity to see what is the least possible surface, the minutest 
postulate, which will give ono a footing in the quagmire of 
speculation, lifting the body above the slough, and to try by 
what rapid and dexterous movements here and yonder it . 
can be traversed in diverse directions; but it is the part of 
earnest, working. practical sense to occupy and build 011 all 
the solid ground given in the mental world, knowing that 
one square foot must rest at length on the same rock as 
8.Dother, that of faith. 

Nor is it any more a reproach of a believing than of a 
sceptical philosophy, that its convictions owe much of their 
depth and sense of certainty to the long familiarity of the 
mind with them, to the fact that it has been accustomed to 
rest upon them. The law of habit is as subtile, as powerful 
ill its action on unbelief as on belief, and the philosophy of 
scepticism may deny the grounds of faith with increasing 
conviction aud confidence, fol' no better reason than that the 
mind, from the long contemplation of one class of proofs and 
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distrust of another, has a.ttached firm belief to the former 
I and settled unbelief to the latter. It is plain, moreover, that 

a large ana most essential class of religious proofs cannot 
but be wanting to a mind without the faith necessary to 
their reception. It is hardly possible for one to come to a 
full knowledge of the integrity, the high moral endowments, 
of a. person from whom he has been alienated, of whom he 
has conceived a settled distrust. Such an oue is necessarily 
cut off from the most convincing aud immediate manifesto.. 
tions of a sound sympathetic life. Thus the scope and reach 
of religious truth, what it is iu itsell, iu its ministration to 
the mental and spiritual activities, are of neccssity hidden 
from one who will not rcceivj3 it, who views it remotely, dis
trustfully. The phenomena of physical life, of sensation, 
sight, hearing, are explained from within on their own plane 
of actual experience; and not the less arc those of spiritual 
life. The most satisfactory, rational, unanswerable, ot all 
proofs, is that which springs from a rightly analysed experi
euce. Men may reaS011 as they will concerning a given 
remedy, they may come to the most positive conclusions 
that this 01' that effect cannot follow from it, yet a personal, 
carefully scrutinized, oft-repeated experience will overpower 
all antecedent reasouings. The highest religious truth, the 
purest traits of character, the most perfect repose of the 
a.ffections, are in the judgments they call for like the finest 
works of art; perception and feeling are so interlaced in the 
right conclusion that one cannot dissolve away the tissue ot 
emotiou aud leave tbe colorless skeleton of thought. To 
feel in each case is to perceive, and to perceive is to feel. 
The intl'insic power and glory of religious truth, its ability 
to do what it claims to do, can only be completely recognized 
by an actual inhalation of this breath of spiritual life that 
God breathes into his own. There is nothing new or strange 
in this. From the iutoxication of a feast to that of an an
them, feeling must lend itself to perception, or there will 
only be the semblance of knowledge. Not to feel religious 
truth is to ha.ve the more mechanical conditions of sight, but 
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not the sensorium whereon to lodge the image. Derision, 
directed toward the higher truths of religion, like ridicule 
of superlative art, only botrays the poverty of the soul. 

That all knowledge commonces in faith is obvious from 
another point of view. What shall the links of reasoning 
lock into if not into the first stapl(}otrnths that God gives us? 
Wh~' shull we see except that Wilich is ultimate, since we 
have no further organ wherewith to interpret sight? If the 
eye could start without its own conditions, could scrutinize 
itself, we t:ihouhl really need no eye, no conditioned aud re
stricted sense. Kllowledge is like an organic product. We 
must start with protoplasm, with au inscrutable cell. This 
granted it may feed ou inorganic mat.el·ial, multiply cells, 
sud throw them in complex living relations. We may de
light ourselves with this order, but the unexplained postu
late, life, remains everywhere with llS. We secure the seeu 
by allowing it to reft back on the unseen below it. Insbt 
on positive kuowledge, and your knowing becomes the most 
superficial possiLle. We may stndy the reflection from the 
surface of a stream, and overlook the stream itself, its depths, 
sources, issues, yet this mere film of truth reposes on that 
continuous flood. Little indeed shall we know if we only 
regard that knowledge which we perfectly know. Tho phi
losopher must mount on to the shoulders of faith, consciomly 
or unconsciously, or the waters prove too deep for him, and 
ho perbhes in helpless imbecility. By leaving something 
lJehiud us a.s unknown, we gain the opportuuity of going 
forward, and fiuding at least a known sequence. On this 
in itself easy condition of faith do we gain the privilege of 
knowing anything. So far as we can search the knowing 
faculties at all, we do it later by a light which they them
selves ho.yo given us. 

Not only do our intehectual faculties in their very nature, 
ill the faith their use iuvolves, iudica.te 0. moral government 
-!lince there is uo faith without 0. moral lJasis on which it 
may reposo, - but also tho order ill which truth is unfolded 
ill the pl'ogrol:;s of man looks to tho same supremacy of re-
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ligious forces. Man at first makes his own the type of all 
actioll. The free, personal, wayward element of liberty is 
that with which he is most familiar, and is brought, there
fore, to the constant explanation of tho real or imaginary 
facts about him. As a result of this pre-eminent sense of 
personal power, of spontaneous and reckless action, there 
willllaturally arise many blighting snperstitions, a Mlief in 
charms, magic, sorcery. and a readiness to accept 011 every 
occasion a supernatural source for any event ill the least 
beyond the ordinary effects of known uatural causes. The 
personal element first asserts itself, and while rcsulting in 
the credulities, the tyrannies of intolerant superstitions, it is 
nevertheless that which is first, most e~sential, most native 
to man. We may be ashamed of its follies, regret its usur
pations, reprobate its cruelties, but we cannot, without our
selves doing far worse, without still more benumbing and 
wasting the spiritual powers, cancel this sense of freedom, 
and withdraw the light it brings to the universe. The most 
stupid excesses of the supernatural elewent, the veriest fe~ 
ichism, or the malignant pursuit of witches, are no sufficient 
offset to its value. Better these than that man should suc
cumb to nature, should know only the torment of hunger 
and raven like a beast. If the sense of personal responsibility 
aud independent power could 110t be otherwise maintained, 
otherwise developed, then let us not regret diese extra\"
agances, this path so darkened by the night of superstition, 
so haunted by demons as to seem veritably and historically 
to lie through the valley of the shadow of death. Nor is 
it EO certain that thoso intractable, barbarous ages did not 
herein find the only adequate agencies of restraint and disci
}Jlille. Savage instincts are not to be bound and handled 
with the f'ilkell cOl'ds and cobweb fibres of humanitarinn 
systems. It is not safe to be too sympathetic over the bloody 
bit that curbs the mouth of the restive brute. Cl'Udity and 
cruelty are inseparable. More life and joy must follow more 
light and love, and, groping in the darkness, we must accept 
the painful instruction of hard blows and sharp points. It 
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is time for us to mistrust whether there is any hright and 
cheerful path for a race out of darkness and sin; whether 
the imagination of man evokes any more cruel deities than 
their passions require for their restraint; whether a less 
bitter evil would prove as rapidly its own cnre. This sweep
ing by naturalists of all the faiths of the past into one refuse
beap of superstitions, of things useless and forsaken, is as 
unphilosophical as it is irreligious. These were real forces, 
baving most potent and beneficial sway. 

In the progress of knowledge a second element has been 
brought forward. We have traversed olle hemisphere and 
reached another. The necessity and uniformity of natural 
law have become the controlling idea. This lIotion arrogates 
to itself the name of science, and laughs a contemptuous, 
incredulous laugh at magic and miracles, at all that rise~, or 
strives to rise, above the plane of the natural into the super
natural. One inclusive, a priori judgment sweeps into limbo 
all as equally illusory, that hints at anything more than a 
strictly physical origin, from the tricks of a juggler to the 
works of Chri&t. Now I may not call this attitude whic,h 
science is assuming with daily increasing clearness, between 
which and the old view, philosophers and theologians stand 
in all stages of transition, a superstition; yet it is as ill
founded, one-sided, and disastrous, as much to be deprecated 
in some of its features, as tbe worst credulity of them all. 
If either is to triumph over the other in the interpretation 
of the universe, let mind lord it over matter, not matter 
over mind. Let us bave the downright atrocity or burning 
witches rather than the impossibility of sin, a theoretical 
impossibility, sure to end in a most incurable, irredeemable 
fact of sin. Liberty essentially a supernatural power, a per
sonal Deity, an immediate providence, a divine revelation, 
are all submerged, lost forever in this cold stream of dead, 
irrational forces, sweeping down from the dreary depths of 
eternity, spreading on either side farther than the thought 
can reach, and ready to stretch with its sullen, heedless 
waves through all the fu.ture, through universal nature now 
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immortal.; ready to drink up momentarily the snow-flake lives 
of men now hopeless of immortality. There can be no hlllf
way work if this notion of pbysical forces is to have the 
eutire field. Cau!'es, mere causes, know nothing, and can 
tell nothing of God, of liberty, of a future life. We may 
float w;hile we have life, on this boundless ocean of forces, 
but we ourselves are no more than the last bubble the \vaves 
have dashed into being, and will quickly dash out again - a 
thin film that holds air, reflects an image, and gives a pleas
ing play of colors, but hardly makes a drop in the eternity 
of waters. 

If this is what is set over against superstition - and when 
materialistic scepticism shall find its logical completion, noth
ing more can remain- then let us be superstitious, fright
ened by magic, and pinched by sorcery, only so be that we 
may believe in ourselves, in liberty, in immortality, in our 
spiritual powers. This belief ill nature is but one half the 
globe of thought, the further half, the hlllf that gleams and 
is frozen ill cold starlight, while the otber, the llearer, the 
spiritual hemisphere basks ill heat and is bathed in sunlight. 
Philosophy, justly so-called, comes forward to complete the 
growth of knowledge, not to divorce the present from the past, 
not to cut the roots which have grown in darkness, spare, 
attenuatcd in hard-pan, bent, flattened between rocks, but to 
draw forth, to draw upward into trunk and branches the 
eS8ential, life-giving principle contained in them; to confront 
nature with man and man with nature, liberty with neces
sity and necessity with liberty; to complement the uniform
ity of natural with the versatility of a persoual power, and 
to found a watchful providence on the grander, broader, 
more abiding provisions of physicDl law. How could this 
great work be accomplished, how could philosophy strug
gling for a foothold resist this current of unbelief, but for 
those firm foundations of faith, that inevitable reversion of 
man to himself, to his own consciolls liberty, which, in pI'&
vious centuries, have issued in so many and so groBS 8U~ 
stitiolls? Here is not ground more for scepticism than for 
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belief, not more for denial than for affirmation. Commence 
your science by wiping the slate clean, by the obliteration 
of mau's nature and history, and you have lost balf the 
phenomena, half the conditions of the problem, and roay 
cipher as you will, theorize as you will, you cannot restore 
yourself to '\\llOleness, to soundness, in the result. In place, 
then, of that derisive order which, assigning the first stage 
of development to theology and the second to metaphysics, 
closes with positive knowledge, wo would substitute, fm;t, the 
unfolding of the personal element, second, of the impersonal 
element, and third, the balanced adjustment of the two, faith, 
scrence, and philosopby, the secure foundation of theology. 
Theology tbus roots itself deeply in the past, yet is found in 
the last stages of growth the terminal bud. 

As the scriptures become associated with opiuions, and 
seem to imply them on various subjects in nature, the prog
ress of science has, in more than one instance, necessitated 
the entire abandonment or marked modification of the views 
incidentally derived from revelation, or thought to be sup
ported by it. Now no portion of belief that has once become 
connected with what the mind regards as infallible religious 
truths can be removed, can give way, without, for the time 
being, seriously affecting its faith. Belief is to such an one, 
in all its parts, a single structure, possessed throughout of 
equnl strengtb. To discover, therefore, that one portion is 
beginning to fail before the assaults of science, is a serious 
shock to belief. The only alternative which weaker, more 
timid minds can find to absolute acceptance is absolute re
jection. They are tempted to a blind defense of that which 
is indefensible, or to a precipitate and needless abandonment 
of the entire works as uutenable. Revelation is thus in
volved, with a few, in the fate of every cobweb of opinion 
wbich has been spun nbout it or has become attached to it. 
If the world was not formed, as they supposed, in six days, 
then the wall is breached, and the citadel of faith will fall at 
the next assault. 

Here we touch an intrinsic difficulty, not so much in 
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revelation as in the human mind. No scriptures can tell 
all things. Wherever the limit is set, there will occasion be 
given for false implications. Inferences will certainly arise, 
and will in men's minds have the same authority as the 
things directly taught - indeed, will cease to be distin
guished from them. The form of truth must IIemain incom
plete, partial; the substanae, the kernel, is alone valid, vital. 
nut the appropriate discrimination between the two, men 
will not make, cannot at once learn to make. When, there
fore, all auandonment of a previous form of belief becomes 
llecessary, they are disturbed and cut from their moorings; 
are set adrift on the stream of doubt. The difficulty is, they 
have mada no provision for growth. They have reduced 
religious truth to a rota-rule of life, and wish to hold and 
use it ill this form. They expect the seed to remain to
morrow exactly what it is to-day. They wish to garner it, 
not to plant it. When, tllen, the cuticle bursts, and a 
a germinant point is obtruded, the process is looked on as 
one of disturbance, loss, and overthrow, not of accumulation 
and life. There is no growth without a change of form, 
without some decay; an<:l these have 110t been contemplated 
as incident to religious truth. Dogmas that have been 
regarded as ultimate cannot show themselves mere -data, 
premises for a broader, higher conclusion, germs struggling 
with a force too great for them, without creating something 
of the same confusion and consternation with which we 
should behold a mummy turning and tugging in its cera
ments. When we close discussion, and fix doctrines to a 
letter for all eternity, when we roll the stone to the mouth 
of the sepulchre, and seal it, a strange dismay ovel'takes us 
to find them stirring and instinct with life again. 

Now growth, spiritual growth, growth of religious truth, 
is the most absolute claim of all, and, in the development of 
knowledge, the same forees of thought, the same refiectil'e 
movements which awaken and disturb the mind are present 
tl) calm and reassure it. The power to present the difB
culties implies somewhere, and calls forth somewhere, the 
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power to remove them. The inflexible notion of inspiration 
which under the appearance of protecting the truth is ill 
fact strangling it, gives way; and we shortly find that we 
are all the better off without it - that a free, responsible 
play of thought, of interpretation, is more conducive to 
spiritual life and manhood than a stubborn effort to extin
guish mental l~ght under the da.rkness of the letter. We 
discover that spiritual liberty is better, safer, more whole
some than spiritual servitude. 

Thus scientific cavilling and historic criticism give the 
believer a bettor grasp of the truth, a more profound pene
tration into its nature and office, and open for him the path 
into tho noblest form of freedom. Babes may still be fed on 
the milk of precise dogma, may have their food measured 
out to them, lest they misfeed or overfeed; but manly 
strength claims, and can safely bo allowed, a wider range, 
and, in the very necessity of self-selection and self-restraint, 
finds tho true field of its faculties. Thus with speculative 
liberty comes the power to use it; and that action which 
seemed in the outset destructive shows itself constructive, 
developing a product containing all the life of the past, with 
a form and adaptations those of the time which has brought 
it forth. It is this very power to renew itself, to abandon 
the old, to slough off dead material, that saves revelation 
from actual overthrow, and makes it what it is - the Word 
of God, with the breath of his inspiration in it. Were it 
firm and inflexible under the attacks of unbelief, it would 
certainly in the end crumble under repeated blows into dust. 

As it is, the world has not seen the time, in spite of all 
scientific, historic, and philosophic criticism, in which the 
real magnitude of the truths of the New Testament, their 
self-evidencing power, the divine proportions of its chief 
figure, have been so distinctly beheld, and so profoundly felt. 
The Spirit is giving life. The unessential incidents being 
stripped away, or put in their true relations, the eyes of all 
are directed to the essential, eternal, undeniable excellence 
of a Divine Personage and mission in the earth. 
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So also truths more interior to the revelation itself have 
had an order of development which reveals the divine gov
ernment as woven logically, concurrently, into the very 
growth of the mind. The sense of justice must always pre
cede that of grace, as much in the progress of the individual 
and of society as in revelation. The exuberance of youth, 
wayward appetites and desires, institute at once the demand 
for law. Not till self-go,ernment has laid down and es~b
Hshed the great outlines of order is any concession of grace 
fitting, or, indeed, possible. Where there is no law, there 
is- no forgiveness. It is' the strength, the firmness, of the 
forces that have established and are maintaining order tha.t 
render grace admissible, safe,"desirable. So long as society 
is exposed to bourly violence, so long as general security 
has no guarantee, little can be said or thought of grace. 
Justice, law, are the ideas towards whose enforcement every 
effort must be directed. When the barriers of crime have 
come to be of granite, when they are deeply settled in the 
public mind, in civil and social institutions, then there 
spring up an opportunity and a desire for generous, gracious 
administration. Grace cannot even have the lustre of grace 
till it finds relief and outline on the dark back-ground of 
wrath, of divinely appointed justice eternally upheld in its 
claims. Sinai stands long before Calvary, in human history 
as in divine revelation. 

The idea, also, of the fatherhood of God, of which modern 
thought boasts itself, and is sometimes almost willing to cast 
into the teeth of revelation as alien to it, is logically and 
safely reached in the development of human thought, only 
when his integrity, aud the sternness and strength conse
quent thereon, have been previously learned. The child's 
first experience of the father, or rather the one which is to 
him the earliest, most stubborn, and noticeable fact, pertains 
to his authority. Kindness without this is as much a thing 
of course, and as little thought of, as sunshine. When firm 
government has been long felt, when its guidance and its 
restraint begin to find appreciation, then is the heart ready 
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to be deeply touched by the love and patience of this pro
tracted oversight, ready to recognize and feel the warmth 
of paternal love. Kindness no longer seems a form of 
indolence, lov~ a constitutional instinct, or indulgence pa
rental weakness. Character finds, like the mountain, its 
rock-base, and we feel but the more keenly its gentle moods 
and the security of the calm retreat it offers. Thus, in the 
experience of the child, we have a fatherhood which is first 
manhood, a mountain whose sunllY slopes are all backJd and 
held heavenward by the sheer precipices and rugged sides 
bracing from the north. The love of God is the light aild 
warmth of his integrity, bis. fatherhood the stretch of his 
authority and the steadiness of his control. Not till we 
have tested and struggled, as it were, with the moral strength 
of God, can we at all understand his parental affection. 

A minor coincidence of development we mark in this 
connection, that, as fast as the telescope has enlarged to 
our eyes the universe, and rendered our earth, ourselves, 
our history, of proportionately little consequence, has the 
microscope, its almost necessal'Y accompaniment, opened up 
beneath us the marvellous extent of God's providence, the 
surprising completeness of his care. If we are depressed by 
the one revelation, we find exaltation in the other. If the 
hand of God seems to overarch us afar off, we may yet see 
that it stretches tenderly beneath us, and that the declaration 
of the scriptures: "The very hairs of your head are all 
numbered," is not more explicit and cheering than the 
minute workmanship of the world. 

Thus every movement of thought that seems adverse to 
faith brings with it its compensations, and leaves the truths 
of religion more glorious, more impregnable than ever. It 
is not that their old strength is left them, but that a new 
light is shed upon them and shines through them. The 
foundations are uncovered, and the constitution of nature 
and of man are found to be corner-stones of this spil'itual 
structure; their otherwise opaque mass made translucent 
and glorious with the light that penetrates them from ahove, 
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and unites tbem to this one temple, this one cosmos of 
beauty and strength. An intellectual constitution thus 
reposing on faith, involving h as the foundation of science 
and philosophy, prospering inquiry in proportion as this its 
condition is freely recognized, bringing retribution to unbe
lief, and evolving a.new the grounds of credence when these 
have been momentarily disturbed, reveals the stubborn, 
inborn strength of the relibriou8 element. 

That society is under the government of moral forces, 
that throughout it furnishes a discipline to the moral nature, 
rewarding progress with new and easier conditions of life, 
and checking retreat at each successive point with a sterner 
and harsher regimen, are facts so obvious as thereby to lose 
much of their effect on the mind. It is one of those cases 
in whieh the law is so incorporated into nature, or, as we 

.• express it, so springs from the nature of the case, as to 
weaken or remove our sense of design. Society is the 
natural element of man, as .the air is that of the bird, or 
water that of the fish. Here his nature finds play, and 
thence spring the influences which civilize and exalt him. 
Indeed, the supernatural element takes chiefly this nat
ural form; ~d prophet, apostle, Saviour are the divine 
inspiration, the divine Word becoming flesh and dwelling 
with us. 

Society cannot exist without law, government; and that 
government must be raised to the surface, must be con· 
spicuous and tangible among men, little disposed to respect 
,the rights of others. Tyranny - that is, the tyrannical ten· 
dency - is a multiplication of the interferences, an increase 
of the severity, of law, making it less dependent on the choice 
of those subject to it. Liberty is the reduction of these 
restraints, rendering them more and more submissive to the 
wishes of the majority of those whom they affect. The worst 
tyranny is better than anarchy, since it sets some limits to 
violence, while anarchy gives none. Anarchy, moreover, 
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tends to tyranny, gives opportunity for it, and a sense of 
advantage in it. III a period of violence, the strongest soon 
shows himself, and a preponderance of power is secured, 
enlarged, established. The principles and modes of action 
which belong to a lawless period are. favor .... ble to absolute 
authority, easily chime in with it, and do not suffer that 
growing, organized opposition which belongs to more reflec
tive periods. The condition of society also prompts it to 
seek shelter in the speedy, irresponsible action of one man. 
When robbery and violence are imminent, when a state of 
war is a state of nature, the order and safety which al'e most 
adequate and easily. maintained. are those which rest ill a 
single will, backed by immediate power. 

As, however, the commercial and social aims and labors 
of men expand; as they come to cherish more and more 
complex plans; as the sense of ownership, of individuality, 
and of rights increases, the extent, severity, and irresponsi
bility of law and the lawgiving authority become more 
vexatious. The opportunity to choose .ends and means, and 
the liberty to do all that one chooses, become highly prized. 
General security, moreover, becomes so well-established, so 
much a matter of course; the barriers of society are so well 
kllown and so strong, that the ·sense of danger hardly exists, 

. and the restrictions and vexations of authority no longer 
pl'eHent themselves as the price of safety. In this enlarged 
lite of the individual come at once the occasion, demand, 
and possibility of liberty. The desire for free institutions, 
ill that strength which makes it a formidable social force, 
will not be developed much in advance of those conditions 
of enterprise and self-control which render freedom fuat--ible, 
desirable. The restless passions of men may occasionally 
precipitate progress, and bring forth an era of lawlessness in 
the name of liberty; yet even then, while a portion of the 
coveted end may be missed, there will be gains which shall 
go far to compensate the momentary losses of convulsion. 
Political inl;titutious shapo them~elves in the main to the 
charactm' of the lSocial forces at wOl·k, aud grow out of tho 
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conditions over which they preside. Irresponsible punish
ment accompanies outrageous crime, susceptible of no other 
restraint than' that of fear; severe law hems ill blind and 
stubborn passion; and liberty is the pliancy of law to 
pl'ivate enterprise, its concession to general integrity and 
safe-conduct. The lIberality of law is the demand and the 
reward of social and moral development, and leaves men 
more open to that higher, more immediate government that 
Gou exercises over them. Freedom would not be useful 
before it comes. It comes when it is useful- when the 
internal life can, with some pressure and power, claim it, 
and thus show its ability to use it. 

Another allied development, revealing the discipline of 
man's moral nature incident to the growth of society, is civil 
and criminal law. There are here four points of interest
the difference at different periods in the crimes recognized 
and punished, the chauge in the character of penalties, in 
the spirit with which punishment is inflicted, and the manner 
in which this growth has been achieved. The modern codes 
include a large variety of cases, especially those of a social 
and commercial character, which either had no existence in 
an earlier, ruder state of society, or found no recognition in 
the administration of justice. The protection thrown abou' 
contracts, conveyances, mercantile paper; around education, . 
character1 and reputation; the safety afforded not merely to 
person and property, but to the full enjoyment of pure air, 
free light, unobstructed ways, safe and seemly surroundings ; 
the vested rights of imbeciles, minors, and widows; the per
petuity of eleemosynary gifts; the laws of inheritance, and 
international law, serve, with innumerable other examples, 
to indicate the great growth of civil and criminal law, the 
interlocking of the two, and the manifold directions ill which 
the moral sens~ has been quickened, and society has accepted 
new duties. 

The change in the character of the penalties inflicted is 
almost equally striking. The chief crime knowu to society, 
that of murder, among the German tribes, and very gen-
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era1ly among other nations, was punished with a fine, as if 
the claim instituted was not so much that of society against 
the murderer for its own protection, as that of the father, 
the family, the friends, for the weakness and loss occasioned 
by the removal of one of their number. The feelings of the 
parties aggrieved, rather than the public weal, called forth 
justice. In exactly this spirit the master has 0.1 ways claimed 
a compensation for the slave killed, while the real crime, 
that of murder, has been oyerlooked. The sense, then, of 
criminality at this point has deepened, the punishment in
flicted has become more proportionate and fitting, and been 
rendered in the name and in behalf of society. If we add to 
this such facts as the more severe and general penalties 
inflicted on offences against chastity, and the softening down 
of the penalties for trespasses against property, as theft and 
indebtedness, we see that the notion of guilt has undergone 
entire revision, and been brought to a much higher standatd. 
The moral element predominates, and the vindictive, retalia
tory spirit of law is subdued. 

The third point referred to is the change of feeling with 
which punishment is inflicted. The savageness, remorseless
ness, and brutality of carlier times are either wholly removed 
or greatly mitigated. It is astonishing to us, with our 
present sense of justice, that the criminal, especially when 
the offence was but slight, should have become at once nn 
outcast, without sympathy or protection; that the accused 
pa.rty should have been liable to torture; that the whole 
administration of law should have been marked by the most 
lawless cruelty, giving to the bailiff, jailor, and executioner 
a character and office most brutal and repulsive. The 
growth of humanity in this department, the displacement of 
the blindness and insensibility of the past with intelligent, 
firm, impartial, yet kind and considerate justice are obvious 
and undeniable victories of the moral sentiments. Whole
some food, healthy employment, adequate protection, and 
more or less of instruction have taken the place of scanty 
and offensive food, indolence, crowded and filthy apartments, 
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severe exposure, and entire inattention to intellectual and 
spiritual wants: III connection with this change of temper, 
the stocks, whippings, mutilations, and the various forms of 
tOl'tme haYe disappeared; fine and imprisonment have be
come the almost exclusive forms of punishment; and the 
death-penalty, in those few cases in which it is reserved, is 
inflicted in private. Punishment is no longer made a spec
tacle, 110\' does it often assume such a form as necessarily 
either to brutalize those who inflict it or those who su:fJer it. 
Criminal procedure contemplates the interests of tho criminal 
as well as those of the community, and is especially gentle, 
even parental, toward the young, in whom are still germs 
of hope. The growth of a motherly instinct in society 
towards its offspring, displacing the hasty, bard clJastise
ment, the indolent, revengeful ways of an overseer, with 
tenderness and consideration, is now indicative of a true 
social and moral life. 

The last point to be noticed in this change is the method 
in which it has taken place. It has been the result of a 
slow and steady growth of the moral sentiments called forth 
ill connection with the administration of justice and the 
pursuit of the common weal. While Christianity has como 
in to accelerate and sustain the movement, it has been 
gronnded all along ill the conscience, has taken its origin 
back of any form of religious faith, and has felt indirectly 
the higher moth"e working its way down through the moral 
lIo.ture. The exigencies of life have drawn forth legislative 
act o.lld judicial decision, and thus developed voluminous 
law, permeated everywhere with moral principle, and giving 
an increasingly just system of ethical precepts. A con
tinuous devclopmcnt, like that of Roman law, rooted in th~ 
remote past - unfolding by its own vigor and interior life a 
wonderfully varied, just, and complete code, extending this 
by its own applicability and excellence over those Western 
anarchical tribes whose violence bad been the overthrow of 
the empire, and giving to modern Europe the germs of still 
further and fuller systems - affords a most marked illustra-
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tion of the moral discipline at work among men. The way 
in which the successive systems of civil, canon, and common 
law have affected one ,the other - the older causing its 
influence to descend upon, or pass over into, the younger 
by virtue of superior excellence; the manner in which a 
freer form of practice, as that of equity, has been made to 
soften and complement ordinary procedure; the introduc
tion of legal fictions, by means of which, without the modifi
cation of existing law, more complete justice has been 
reached; and, in the growth of common law, the sileut 
arrest of unsound or unjust precedents by a new decision, 
furnish remarkable instances or the steady unfolding and 
growing precision of the moral judgments of'men. 

Anothp,r direction in which tha moral growth of society is 
indicated is its increased coalescence, the interest it collec
tively feels in the masses, and the greater responsibility 
which it accepts in connection with them. Men have dis
covered that one class cannot be neglected save at the 
expense of every other. The squalor and filth of a caravan 
of devotees making their pilgrimage to Mecca become, 
through the cholera, a matter of unh"ersal concernment. 
The crowded, unclean tenements of a large city are, for a 
like reason, objects of general attention. The mechanic 
presses the inquiry why he cannot obtain a better com
pensation for his services, and finds an answer in the num
bers and low condition of those who compete with him for 
employment. Without lifting the lowest, those next above 
them cannot be much elevated in social well-being; and 
thus on to the highest rank. Men are interlocked, as the 
links of a chain, and rise and fall together. The middle 
and upper classes also find that they must either suffer 
under the severe, absolute rule of a few; or, dividing gov
ermnent among themselves, be exposed to the restlesllness 
and revolt of the man,y; or, extending suffrage to these, so 
educate them, so open to them laudable ambitions, as that 
the publio interest may be, and may be seen to be, the 
common iuterest. The republican government of a corrupt 
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city qUlckly convinces every citizen that his property, his 
comfort, even his life depend largely on the well-being of 
the many. 

The periods in which individuals so loom up above the 
masses as to conceiltrate all eyes, and contain in themselves 
the fortunes of a nation, are rapidly passing. The good 
conduct of the tradesman we patronize, of the mechanic we 
employ, the servant we bire, is often a matter of as much 
private and immediate interest to us as the trustworthiness 
of rulers, hemmed in, as they are, and held to duty by consti
tutions and conditions more powerful than anyone man or 
clique. As much as the great have been reduced ill influ
ence, so much have the weak been lifted up; and while, as 
against the many, 110 one is strong, through and by means 
of the many there remains the opportunity of the highest 
strength. Persuasio11, influence, which develop the individ
uality.of all, take the place of force, which swallows up the 
many in one. Society is now the seat of thought, of power; 
and in it the greatest and the least are at work. To those 
who love the towering, often the desolate, peaks shot up of 
old in single lives by the volcanic, blind eruption of tribes 
and nations under one impulse, there may seem to be loss 
in this; but to those who rejoice in the diffusion of heat, 
light, life, the fruitfulness of the broad campaign, there will 
be seen in it great gain. 

This growing uuity in society reveals itself e\'"en in the 
follies of men; and fashion - a tidal wave offoocial mimicry, 
a fellowship of frivolous impulses - sweeps statedly through 
a large share of the civilized world. In a more significant 
way dramatic, fictitious, and oratorical literature evince the 
increasing sense everywhere of the retributive and far-reach
ing cbaracter of social law. The Nemesis of remote, obscure 
crime, of inherent perversity, or of fitful impulse is habitually 
represented as pursuing the individual, in a consequential, 
inevitable way shaping after events; or, if for a time lost 
sight of, suddenly reappearing in ripe retribution. The 
novelist gratifies the critical moral sense of men by the 
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subtilty with which he traces the threads of spiritual influ
ence woven centrally into the fabric of life, and reveals them 
8udde~11y returning to the surface, p:iving it its pattern 
and figure. The poet delights us as he gives expression to 
a passionate s~nse of high endeavor, of reward, of retribu
tion; while the orator holds us back by threatened justice, 
or urges us 011 by the assurance that the invincible forces of 
truth arc with us. Thus is society more and more knit 
together by a clear recognition of the forces, the living 
forces, at work everywhere in it. 

The moral nature thus called out in all states and nctions 
of men should show, and does show, growth- that its law 
is felt more profoundly, felt in new and higher forms of life. 
Personal ambition, pride of family, pride of rank have been 
the motives whicll have impelled improvement and held tl{e 
race fast ill the gains it has made. The arrogant individual, 
the aristocratic class, the hated caste, have presented power
ful obstacles to retrogression, and fllrnilshed the few the 
strongest of selfish impulses. III place of these, there are 
now substituted more and more, in the growth of demo
cratic society, the love .of knowledge, the love of personal 
excellence, public spirit, and benevolence. 

The higher development of the m9ral impulse is also 
shown ill a much more careful, unwavering, and honest 
pursuit of truth than ever before. Blind acceptance, fanat
ical advocacy, bigoted adhesion, dead, formulated dogma 
even defying the moral sentiments, are less prevalcl\t than 
ever before. More minds desire to know truth, and ear
nestly and patiently bring their intellectual powers to its 
discovery. The love of truth ill earlier centuries fre
quently expressed itself in the unreasoning, obstinate way 
in which alleged principles were held; in the cold, sceptical, 
destl'Uctivo way in which they were attacked. Though 
something of both of these phases of action still remains, 
there has been a most manifest growth in' a simple desire 
for truth, in a candid purpose to inquire into the grounds 
of belief, and find ill them a personal basis for rational faith. 
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This sincerity and activity and fairness of researcl~ are a higb 
development of the moral nature, and tend to emancipate 
it alike from overbearing dogma and dishonest scepticism. 
They are, in fact, the assertion of the right of conscience 
to use the intellectual appliances at its disposal, and to 
unfold its own life according to its own law j the assertion 
of the veracity and trustworthiness and immeasurable value 
of its own action in the face aliko of doubt and dogmatism. 

The same progress is also evinced in the increasing weight 
of a higher class of motives. The direct feeling peculiar 
to conscience, and by which it enforces its commands, is 
an inseparable sense of obligation. This power may be 
strengthened from below by a fear of the consequences of 
disobedience, or aided from above by a desire for moral 
perfection, the fruit of obedience. Giving way to the one 
class of motives" the moral imperative runs parallel with tbe 
dictates of self-love, and leaves the heart chiefly under its 
influence; uniting itself to the other, it gives the soul the 
freedom. of a religious impulse, lifting it into a holy and 
spontaneous life. None can doubt that the latter tendency 
is gaining ground on the former. that persuasion is dis
placing coercion, that love is outstripping fear in the race 
of motives, and that excellence is oftener urged than interest. 
When the one form of motive is felt, it is hidden; while the 
other is constantly invoked, and made the ostensible ground 
of all our best actions. The persecutions and intolerance, 
the prominence given to present and future punishments, 
stand in obvious contrast with the broader charity now pre
vailing, with the boltI relief given to the grace of Christ and 
the parental love of God. Herein lies a moral as much as 
a religious change. It is the sonse of holiness, of \'irtuc, 
which elicits love, and gives to pure character its hold on 
the affections. When the moral impulses push upward into 
the liberty of love, it is as unmistakable an indication of 
their health and strength as it is of their weakness when 
they sink into the paralysis of fea.r. 

This growth of the race is denied by few; though there 
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remains much diversity of sentiment as to that in which it 
chiefly consists, and as to the causes which have produced 
it. Buckle attributes it exclusively, in its subjective ele
ment, to our intellectual nature, and gives little or no 
weight. to the moral forces. Others seem to think that 
religious belief and the moralniovements consequent thereon 
have greatly retarded progress, and that the rationalistic 
element has forced a development ill spite of those religious • 
impulses whose foundations are in the conscience. It is 
impossible so to separate moral from mental forces as to put 
the two in contrast, much more in antagonism. The moral 
sense is dependent on thorough thought, on just and com· 
plete reasoning, for its development. It does not assign 
adequately and finally a line of aetioll by its own direct 
insight. It calls the mind to the task of tracing the conse
quences of conduct, of carefully investigating, of completely 
unfolding the relations of actions, it.s motives~ its near and 
remote, its direct and indirect results. From this wide 
Imrvey of the lines of influence it pronounces safe judgments. 
All the negligence, haste, partiality, aud short-sightedness 
of our intellectual processes reappear in the verdict of con
science; sinee this faculty does not penetrate and expound 
actions with superhuman insight, but judges them as pre
sented to it by the mind. It is not mere action, but action 
in its antecedents, consequents, concomitants, that conscience 
declares to be right or wrong; and for a knowledge of those 
conditions which make it to be what it is conscience relies 
on the judgment. Hence it is impossible to separate moral 
from intellectual growth, for the same reason that it is im
possible to secure increasing clearness and justness in judicial 
decisions without progress in bandling testimony, in legal 
facilities, acumen, and logic. The better exposition goes 
before the better verdict. That the discoveries of science 
and the growth of philosopby should accompany any great 
quickening of the moral nature is, if not inevitable, natural; 
since they furnish the conditions of broader, deeper, safer 
moral principles and precepts. 
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It is not in intellectual poitits, so far as these stand separate 
from the moral nature of mall, that modern pre-eminence is 
seen; but in those features of society which especially reveal 
the moral temper. .A. broader, more general conscientious
ness is a leading feature of modern, as opposed to. earlier, 
times. Contrast the law of nations with the utter irre
sponsibility of former periods, the stronger amenable to no 
public sentiment in their handling of the weak. Accom
plished Athens could, without compunction, slaughter and 
sell into slavery the entire population of a captured city; 
while Rome showed clemency or rigor, 8S suited her pur
poses. The general existence and great seyerity of slavery, 
without even the disguise of a prejudice of race or color, 
evinces a social sentiment totally distinct from thnt of 
model·n Europe. The Lacedaemonians could adopt as a 
policy the assassination of Helots whenever they showed 
more character or brayery, or patriotism even, than was 
thought consonant with their position or the safety of the 
ruling class. Thus thousands who llad made themselves 
conspicuous against a commOll enemy found their reward in 
the secret blow of the dagger. Think of a modern society 
resting on such a basis as this. 

Or compare the pollution and sodomy of ancient Greece 
with the relative purity of most modern nations; the heart
less punishments and the disregard of the weak which 
belonged to the Middle Ages, with the philanthropy of the 
present, cherished by multiplied and carefully collected facts, 
by the dry details of statistics, and the softening, sympathetic 
appeals of fiction. Every branch of literature bows to this 
labor of love - philosophy and song, the essay, the play, 
and the novel. Compare modern England with England of 
feudal times; and, though we see the extremes of society 
still far apart, they are comparatively fused together by the 
large, pr~valent, absorbing middle class. There is a philan
thropy and providence which reach to the bottom; the 
ferocity and arrogance of the higher, and the servility of the 
lower, classes are gone; and the mass of well·to-do citizetlB, 
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united by mutual respect and sympathy, form the strength 
of the nation. If we were to separate the more strictly 
intellectual results of action, as discoveries and inventions, 
from the moral spirit from which in mllny instances they 
have sprung, and the moral fruits they have yet oftener 
borne, we should have the merest husk and shell of modern 
life, not those features of pre-eminence which give promise 
of yet further progress in light, liberty, Christian love. 
lIan's moral judgments have been corrected, and his moral 
sentiments deepened, by all this boasted growth; and this 
fact it is which makes it a ground of congratulation and 
hope. Whatever have been the causes of progress at work, 
they have all at length yielded the same fruit - an increase 
of pers'onal rights, of humane sentiments, and of the sense 
of obligation to one's self, to the family, and to the com
munity. These results show the forces to have been, under 
all their forms, profoundly moral. To break the bonds of 
superstition and dogma, to multiply physical comforts, and 
to give leisure, serve only to throw each individual the more 
strongly hack on his own moral sense, to evoke from within 
the guidance that has been lost from without, and to turn a 
mere struggle for existence into one for position and char
acter. All this is the resurrection of the moral life. 

Another theory, finding most complete expression in the 
works of Herbert Spenser, accepts the fact of progress, and 
explains it as the necessary result of the organic forces at 
work. The moral universe unfolds itself as certainly and 
inevitably as, on the nebulous hypothesis, diffused gaseous 
matter is consolidated into a solar system. The simple 
necessarily becomes the complex. Idea after idea, class 
after class, institution after institution, find occasion for 
existence in the increasing heterogeneity of condition, and 
separate themselves in the interacting, ripening elements of 
the intellectual world. Fetichism must come; but it also 
must give way to more adequate ideas. Barbarism lies in 
the line of growth, and, by the exigencies of the very forces 
in it, takes the incipient steps of growth, divides industry, 
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establishes and improves its distinct branches, and thus 
passes into civilization. 

DoubtIesl!I, if there is to be growth, these are the forms it 
must as~ume. The lower conception must give way to the 
higher; the undivided and unorganized must assume di~ 
tinct, organic structure. But the question Rtill returns, 
whether there are any such actually operating and efficient 
forces in mind and matter conjointly - forces whose type is 
the phy!6cal one,-steadily pressing development, pushing 
the race from stage to stage of progress? We cannot speak 
of the nature of the case; this is nothing but the forces at 
work, and for these we inquire. Where is found the law of 
development, the inevitable, gravitating power of the moral 
world, binding actions into fitting bundles, and giving all 
an orderly arrangement, organic offices and relations? The 
intellect alone call furnish no such force. This may guide 
movement, but does 110t implant it. Either our moral or 
our selfish impulses must be relied on; and if the latter, 
their self-sufficient growth must be shown, not as a coherent 
natural order merely, but as a constant, everywhere-prescnt 
fact. If these forces sometimes miscarry, they may always 
miscarry; since they therein show that they lack the effi
ciency o'f a general law. Nebulous matter must always, or 
may never, condense into suns and planets. 

How, therefore, does this theory of the necessary develop
ment of society comport with the facts? A primitive, uni
versal, and extreme barbarism is assumed, and the present 
state of enlightened society is referred to it as its latest 
product. This statement of the facts not only starts with 
an hypothesis, not only overlooks the supernatural influences 
of Christianity, and refers modern thought to native and 
inevitable forces, it also forgets many significant events in 
the history of the world. A force common to the race must, 
as already urged, show a like tendency everywhere, or, by 
the want of such a tendency, forfeit its claims to universality 
and necessity. Failing of absolutely general causes, we are 
of course thrown back again on the search for special causes. 
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productive of the special results of European, Christian 
society. 

Now, if we look at large portions of the world, as India, 
China, and Asia generally, we find society altogether statioll
ary or on the retreat. Our nebulous universe is ceasing to 

'contract; nay, worse, is actually expanding. The movement 
is reversed, and we can neither check nor explain it. We 
arc drifting back into chaos and night; our inceptive SUll8 

are going out, our inchoate planets dissolving into gas; and 
our theory-worst of calamities-which was the merc out.
ward statement of one line of facts, is, in the presence of 
another, a forgotten programme. 

There is also gross barbarism in many corners of the 
world. Does it show itself as the germ of life, or is it quite 
as likely the cast-off husk? Are the nations of Australia, 
of the Pacific il'lands, of the extremes of the American con
tinents, and of Southern Africa portions of the race sloughed 
off from more civilized centres in the early nomadic hbtory 
of the race, evincing a tendency to degeneracy? Or are 
they, as by the theory they ought to be, fresh, indepelllieut 
centres, not yet thrown into rapid circles of evolution, wait
ing on the centuries for a self-developing social life? Geo
graphic and linguistic relations seem to show them to be 
cases of dispersion and degradation. Civilization has con
stantly shown a tendency toward certain centres, leaving 
large territories unaffected, aud pushing forward only here 
and there ill rapid development. It has also repeatedly 
exhausted itself on the old ground, transferred itself to new 
fields, and become subject to a new class of specializing 
influences. These facts are consistent with the unequal, 
variable action of moral and religious forces, but not at all 
in harmony with necessary, universal, organic tendencies. 
Gotbic character, Roman civilization, and Christianity are 
sufficient to explain European society; but no inherent, 
inevitable law of progress, equally operative in the Westel'll 
as in the Eastern hemisphere, in Africa as in Europe, is ade
quate for this purpose. 

VOL. XXVI. No. 104. SI 
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This theory passes into a third allied one, that of utilitari
anism. Neither of them rely on the conscience as a force in 
the growth of society; but, confounding the useful with the 
good, strive to evolve from self-love the impulse, the elements 
of progress. The intellect corrects the mistakes of selfish
ness, enlarges its view, and finally elevates it into at least 
the appearance· of philanthropy and love. Against this 
theory, assuming a little more freedom of the emotional 
nature than that of development, there yet lie weighty ob
jections. Its analysis of the moral constitution is unsound, 
confounding it with that to which it is most diametrically 
opposed, to wit, selfishness. Moreover, selfishness is to be 
softened down to rational, measured self-love; yet the work 
is to be done by selfishness itself. The means of transform
ation is an increase of knowledge. But every selfish impulse 
is intensified by activity, and the mind is correspondingly 
blinded to the higher good which lies ill the opposite direc
tion. The angry' man does, indeed, experience the sufferings 
of anger; but that mere fact, aside from the rebuke and 
light of a moral impulse, does not compensate the blinding 
effects of passion, and its increased power through habit. 
We do not get a sufficient purchase against sin by simply 
becoming familiar with it. If so, sin, lust, appetite, are self
correcting- a statement contradictory of individual and 
national history. Evil would thus undermine itself, be 
divided against itself, and, at least in one half of it, or one 
aspect of it, cease to be evil, and become good - 0. tran
sient phase of a life-impulse. That mere familiarity with 
vice, indulgence, without extraneous influence or moral 
appeal, overthrows or weakens sin, either in the indi,·idual 
or the community, is a doctrino as new to experience as it 
is to ethics. That the consequences of wrong action, our 
moral nature being as it is, are fitted to make a strong appeal 
. to the conscience is very true; but it is most obviously not 
true that the intense selfishness with which man, according 
to this view, is supposed to start, will, as selfisllllcss,.arrest 
aud imDrove itself. This is to ask vice to see, expose, 
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rebuke itself. The malignant man may become more cun
ning in the school oC experience, not more loving. The 
feeble admonitions of mere experience will be swept away 
before the next strong wind oC passion, like the leaves oC an 
autumn forest. Each gust, moreover, is more uncontl-ollable 
than that which goes before it; and no lifeless truth can, in 
the meantime, so fasten itself, save through the conscience, 
as to withstand the coming blast. 

Nor, as before urged, can it be shown that all right action 
does commend itselC to self-love, aside from the support of 
the moral nature. It is the holy ambition, the supreme 
satisfaction of the moral nature, that gives quality to our 
best actions, flavor to our best impulses, and puts them in 
successful comparison with more restricted, prudent, self
seeking conduct. It is exactly the ethical sense, neither 
more nor less, which gives us the idea of a transcendent 
good, and enables us to find it in the generous, upward, 
faithful impulses of the soul. . 

The true theory of society we believe to be, that it is the 
field of very diverse influences; all oC them exercising con
trol, and tending in their combined result to progress. 
These are self-love, the sense of duty, and love. The 
dominant force among men hitherto has been self-love, 
usually showing itself as selfishness, and exceptionally ap
pearing as a justifiable regard of one's own interest. Even 
this impulse, as aided by the ever-present, though usually 
suppressed voice of conscience, has shown a power under 
favoring circumstances to push nations, herJ and there, 
fitfully forward into civilization. It has not evinced the 
strength and growth of motive requisite to hold and enlarge 
the ground gained. Some new weakness, like that of luxury 
or arrQl:ance, has uniformly been revealed as the fruit of this 
form of progress, and in sure sequence has turned the steps 
of nations backward, and left them to go down again by the 
way they came up. This is most natural, most inevitable, 
under the purely selfish impulse; since temptations increase 
with affiuence, and the stringency of restraints diminish. 
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The period of thrifty, temperate, frugal virtues is passed, 
and no higher life comes in to replace with exalted motives 
these lower persuasives. 

Love, on the other hand, is fitted to take possession of the 
BOul most fully in its highest conditious of good, to find in 
the abundance of intellectual and physical possessions the 
meaus of its best satisfaction, and thus to establish tbe spirit
uallife on a higher, firmer basis with each step of progress. 
Under it the moral s~nse is no longer an irksome restraint, 
a bit and bridle, but through its approval the source of new, 
profound, and increasing pleasure. Thus the eye of desire 
is no longer turned backward but forward. The sense of 
satisfaction is ever on the advance, and the lowel' impulses 
both of duty and of self-love, are caught up and transfigured 
with their nobler, their divine companion, love. 

Let us redirect attention to some of the conclusions now 
reached. Re~traint, discipline, government, everywhere pur
sue men. Three parallel strata oflaw -self-love, duty, love 
-are ready to take under their respective control every 
rational agent as he rises upward or sink8 downward. The 
sense of law is more clear and prevalent on the midway 
plane of action than either above or below it. The most 
obdurate sinner is, by his very sin, his very selfishness, 
caught in the strong net of law through utility, the quasi 
ethics of commerce, and made to feel the tight, and, if he 
struggles against them, the cruel, cutting cords of confine
ment. If man presses upward into love, if he reaches liberty, 
it is yet a liberty pervaded by law, everywhere ordered and 
organized by it. Whither shall I go from thy spirit, or 
whither shall I flee from thy presence? If I ascend up into 
heaven, thou art there; if I make my bed in bell, behold 
thou art there. 

There is a government everywhere exercised over men. 
and that too of moral forces. There is in human society an 
omnipresent ,probation of ever-changing conditions. Lower 
influences play into higher ones and strive to restore man to 
their government, yet are nett able to take their place. The 
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lower, harsher discipline is practically a failure, save as it is 
complemented and completed by the higher. It is able to 
reserve man for tbe bigber, to hold him back from indefinite 
descent, but cannot by its own strength complete any move
ment it may inaugurate. Selfishness keeps alive the I!ense 
of right. The selfish man is only the more quick to discern 
the obligations of others to himself, to call conscience to thl.l 
task of censuring the delinquencies of a neighbor. What u. 
cry does this impotent rccrimination of man by man, thi:; 
discernment of a good that none reaches, send up for dil-illc 
interposition, for the granting of a life whose conditions al'l} 
present, yet made of no avail by the helplessness of the will 
and the affections, - a limp, living body, waiting a new iJ,l
spiration of strength. 

The lower government of self-love, though with a heaveu
wide diversity of moti¥e, does ultimately and remotely I!trivc 
after the same results as those sought by love. The criterio:! 
of ntility or of duty or of affection will, if thoroughly und 
wisely applied, reach the same formal, practical end. There 
lies between them this difference. The lowest cannot estn.u.. 
lisb, cannot practically reach, cannot theoretically justify its 
own conclusions, its own lines of conduct, without a· recog
nition of the higher, tbe moral plcasure which follows thcir 
acceptance. Utility is lost, included, swallowed up in duty, 
and duty in the play of the moral affections. The issues 
that are constantly raised in the collision of man with man 
may call forth this or that theoretical exposition, may sharpen 
perception with tho keen insight of interest, yet coulltor
interests so spring up in the path of progress, so darken COUll

sels, so weaken the hands that execute them, so misdirect aud 
misrepresent effort, that not till conscience and lovo are alJIJ 
with equal pertinacity to take up the struggle, can it fiud a. 
hopeful conclusion. 

Now the existence of this lower, incomplete government, 
working illefiectually toward higher enus, those proposed by 
the supernatural, the revealed government of God, and tho 
power which the motives of the latter evince to gather up, 
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compact, and complete the tendencies of the former, show 
that the two are parts of one system, and are maintained in 
one interest. The supernatural complements the natural, 
with the same significance that life combines, uses, lifts up 
physical and chemical forces into its own sphere. All growth, 
civilization, science, philosophy, do as much for revclation 8S 

they do for thc moral nature. The strength of Christianity 
renews itself in each successive struggle. Love, which is 
its essence, stands more strollgly forth than ever before as 
its working power. The incrustations of dogma broken off 
have only laid bare the diamond of central truth. Revealed 
religion shows itself ill most complete harmony witb natural 
religion, with the mornl sentiments, by itself calling for 
exactly the same development, by coming forth from each 
conflict with unbelief, with a clearer discovery of its own 
power, by sweeping away conclusions whieh obscure, weaken, 
or misrepresent it, by throwing off non-essential, accidcntal 
concomitants, and by a better, bolder presentation of its im
mutable principles. .A natural government which struggles 
with the evils that oppress it, that works partial good with 
inadequate means, that checks whcn it cannot quicken, and 
puuishes when it can110t redeem, that holds the ruce uloof 
from complete anarchy and night, and waits expectant on 
higher powers, is a tangible, moral fact, a veritable founda
tioll-stone in a moral univel'se, a recognized beginning of 
that whose existence we believe ,in, whose completion we 
hope for- the kingdom of God. A revealed religion which 
furnishes incentives to action, working in the line of all 
below them, using them, lifting them into higher relations, 
and giving them the completeness of a new, a spiritual life, 
which exposes the fictitious, superficial growth of man and of 
society under purely natural forces, and does, with a deeper 
impulse, what these are only in vain striving to do, shows 
itself divine. 
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